
THE SOCCER DEN
Fun in the Multi-Purpose Room

I don’t believe skill was, or ever will be the result of 
coaches. It is the result of a love affair between the 
child and the ball

MANNY SCHELLSCHEIDT
Former U14 Boys National ID Program

It was the winter of 2002; you could hear the feet squeaking in the gym. It was the 

sound of indoor soccer season in Mary Harris’ multipurpose room. Just a small room used 

by the school as a cafeteria, meeting room, and assembly room, became our soccer den. 

Back then, there was no Soccer Dome or Greenbelt Sportsplex in the county. Just school 

gyms and multipurpose rooms.

From November to February, parents would jam into this spot to watch their 

children play soccer. Where ever they could find space they would watch. You could see 

parents on the stage, on the floor, on the tables, on the chairs, or any other place that would 

allow them to see their children play.

Each season prior to the start of the program, the principal would outline the “do’s 

and don'ts”. 

Due to the program’s popularity and the sheer number of student/athletes 

participating, the rules many times were broken. This unfortunately is what eventually led 

us to being kicked out of the multipurpose room.
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We did, however, enjoy every single minute that we spent in that room. There were 

some evenings on Tuesday, Thursdays, and Fridays when thirty kids would jam into the 

room.  A popular game is always “First Goal and Off”. After the players formed the teams, 

on a first come first serve basis, the kids would play to see who scored the first goal over a 

period of three minutes.

If you scored within the three minutes you stayed on. If there was a tie, the rule was 

simple. If you won the game before, you could tie the next. If you tied the previous game, 

then tied the current game you were off.

This atmosphere created friendly competition. The kids competed for playing time 

on our tiny court. Nobody wanted to be scored on after 30 seconds, but it happened. If you 

weren’t careful you might have been scored on even quicker. Since there were no 

designated teams, ages, or groups, players had the wonderful opportunity to develop 

watching and playing with older players.

Older players similarly had the opportunity to “mentor” younger players. This 

experience is soccer in its purest form-street ball. The only difference is that it was inside a 

gym, in a structured environment watched by shouting parents and grandparents. 

I remember how little Joshua Cruz honed his drilling skills. While Edwin Claros 

mesmerized us with his clinical left foot. Another boy, Prince was able to dribble pass 

everybody at will. This was the first place I met Oscar Guerrero, with his son, Diego. 

Diego was a student at Mary Harris at the time.  This would be the beginning of a 

relationship that continues to this day. Oscar currently coaches our MFC boys U11 team.

These experiences taught me a valuable lesson about youth development. Players 

need time to figure out what they can and cannot do on their own. They don’t need parents 

or coaches to define their limitations. The ball, their teammates and their own will, will 

decide what can and cannot be done. 
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